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Financial Law as a separate branch of law

Introduction

� e scienti� c discourse of the origins of law observation and perception has 

been going on for years. Due to the constant evolution of the “� nancial law” notion, 

the existence of  three  determinants in� uencing its shape must be indicated. It 

means the social relations, economic relations and political systems.

It is hard to identify in science the unique normative collection that would 

ideally characterize the concept of “� nancial law”. � e common aspect have 

always and always will be the state’s � nances. � erefore it is crucial to examine 

the relations between the � nancial law and public � nances.

Financial law versus public Þ nances

� e notion „� nancial law” roots back to the early 50s in Poland of the 

previous Century. In the earlier times, people would use the idea of  � scal law, 

the scope of which was much narrower and included the � nances of the local 

self-governement1.

� e � nancial law will mean the whole group of the law standards regulating 

the � nancial relations matching the public � nances. � e � nancial relations are 

the subject of the law regulation related to the standards of the public � nance law.  

Basically, the � nancial law meets the common principles related to considering 

it as a separate branch of law. It is dictated by its subject, that is the public 

� nancial relations and dominating method of  the law regulation – authoritative 

method. � e basic characteristics of this method is the lack of equality between 

the parties of legal relation. � e opinion dominating within the scope of the 

science inside the � nancial law, that as a unit of law it makes its autonomous 
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part. � is fact should not be interpreted in such a way that it is separated from 

other branches of law1. � e speci� c literature of the � eld is currently appearing, 

though some elements of � nancial law have gained considerable achivements2. 

As it is properly noticed: “� nancial law is to prevent the chaos, spontaneity and 

uncontrolled activities within the � nancial economy of the public sector”1.

� e concept of the � nancial law comes from the public law of the speci� ed, 

characteristic legal regime1. It makes the completion to the traditional division of 

the national public law into two branches: constitutional law and administrative 

one. � e administrative law attorneys of the XIX Century noticed the speci� c 

relations between the public � nances with the last branch.  It is essential, from the 

research perspective, to identify the scope of the relation between the � nancial 

law and the public � nances. Public � nances are the element of the public law 

that is the � nancial law, the subject of which if the examining the norms and 

operations performed with the public � nancial resources for the needs of the 

general good.

Trying to identify the concept of public � nances seems to be risky. � e shape 

of public � nances is the combination of the current socio-economic situation 

and probably mainly the political situation. In order to visualize the words, it is 

su"  cient to recollect the position of the budget in the system of the centralized 

economy. � en, it was claimed that there was no need to use the budget in the 

communist states  to regulate the economic relations, due to the speci� city of the 

state-controlled economy1.

Public � nances should be the element of the wider � nancial system. “System” 

(Greek: set), speci� es the whole group comprising of smaller parts, related to 

one another in such a way that they create a � rm structure. “Structure” (Latin: 

construction) should be understood as a set of elements and the set of relations 

among them, characteristic for particular system as a whole or as the way of 

mutual subordination of elements and joining them into some complete, de� ned 

form1. It is worth mentioning that according to the rules of composition, such 

a distinguished complete structure should re� ect some additional elements than 

just the sum of the components2. � erefore the concept of the � nancial system 

should be interpreted widely. In the subject as such,  the opinion which is widely 

accepted is that the � nancial system means a general  set of rules and � nancial 

institutions created by the � nancial law valid within a particular area3. � is 

system, which comprises of a vast number of regulations of legal and � nancial 

character, determines the economic aspects of public � nances.

Public � nances is the phenomenon of a historical character, that roots back 

to the period of money creation and state institutions. � e existence of public 

� nances is objective. “However the fact that this discipline is of a dual character, 
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causes the studying of this subject extremely di"  cult. On the one hand, it is 

the science that analyzes the phenomena and determines the regulations, on the 

other hand though – it is the technology of using the operations.”1

� e essence of the public � nances is the participation in dividing the 

domestic product among various subjects. Operating the public � nancial 

resources is aimed at collecting the income and then disbursing it. � erefore, the 

activities that are at stake here are mainly related to bipolar transfer of resources, 

i.e. from the private sector to public sector (or the opposite). � e transfers inside 

the public sector are also possible. In the literature the key question is stated 

which is related to the boundaries of � nancial resources transferring – whether 

the public � nancial  collection should be determined by the condition of the 

economy, or whether it is justi� able to go beyond these boundaries, prioritizing 

the public needs, shaped by the socio-economic policy?1 Well, the limit for 

obtaining such resources from the private sources by the public sector should 

be speci� ed by maintaining the economic e"  ciency keeping the respect for 

the rules of the market activity. Similarly the spending of the public � nancial 

resources, considering the assumptions by J. M. Keynesa related to accelerating 

the economy, should be subject to the approved � nancial strategy2. 

� e functions and the shape of the � nancial law are unquestionably 

dependent on the state functions. In the literature, the existence of the three 

fundamental state functions is accepted1. � at is the protection of the economy 

e"  ciency during the downturn inside the market, justice in the conditions of 

delayering the income as well as stability of the economy in the context of its 

permanent periodicity. According to another author, the functions of the state are 

referred to creating the legal system, goods production, in� uencing the private 

sector production with the authoritarian methods, transactions with this sector 

and also to the redistribution of the income2. � e state functions de� ned in such 

a way have an impact on the aim and issue of regulating the � nancial law.

The aim and the subject matter of the legal and Þ nancial regulation

Indicating the aims of the legal regulation for the bene� t of the � nancial 

law is particularly di"  cult. Creating the legal solutions is o# en dependent on 

the speci� city of the subject matter of the regulation. Namely that refers to the 

characteristics of the behavior that are the subject matter of the order, ban or 

consent. Based on the civil or criminal sciences, this notion seems to be quite 

clear. However, focusing on the distinguished complex character of the legal 

and � nancial regulation, the aims of the legal regulation di$ er profoundly. � us 

they require other legal instruments in order to implement them. � erefore 

it is suggested that one should discuss the aims of the regulations on two 
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fundamental levels: instrumental and evaluation one1. � e instrumental level is 

based on the knowledge about the value of the created legal regulations to realize 

the assumed objectives. � e regulation creator, when using the evaluation level 

chooses the objectives and the means aiming at implementing them, from the 

non-instrumental evaluation perspective, mainly related to evaluation that was 

shaped by the system.

� e subject matter of the legal regulation is determined by the social relations. 

� e subject of the public � nances will refer to doing the research on the norms 

as to the public � nancial resources and on using them1. Besides the method of 

legal regulation, it is considered the most common criteria of dividing the law 

into branches. � e social relations regulated by norms connected with collecting 

the public � nancial resources are established with the reference to transferring 

the money from the tax payer to the bene� t of speci� ed public entity.  

� ere is no equivalence of the bene� ts in this relation that is typical in the 

civil law sciences. � e shape of the established social relations is dependent on 

the regulation creator’s will1

In terms of the subject, the � nancial law refers to the rules related to the 

public � nancial resources. In terms of its functionality, it refers to the process, 

operation of collecting and distributing the � nancial resources1. � erefore it is 

necessary to understand that the legal regulations that organize social behavior 

connected with the � nancial law are distinguished by diversity of the subject 

matter of the regulations. � us such an approach enables the acceptance of 

the uni� ed character of the branch of law that would de� ne the � nancial law. 

It is similar when one accepts the criteria of legal regulation method. Non-

uniformity of the legal regulation method in the � nancial law is characterized, 

when it comes to public income, by the administrative and law method based on 

authority and subordination. Yet, when one refers to public � nances realization 

the civil law method may also be applied2. � e authoritarian method that the 

administrative and law method is, implies in this case typical for this method  

construction of a norm.

Finacial and law norms

� e norms regulating the � nancial law, considering the subject matter of 

the regulation and its functions, should be matched to one out of three groups: 

system, material or procedural one. � e � rst group of the regulations refers 

to the organization, competences and norms in order to perform them by the 

public entities. � e second group creates an individual legal situation for the 

addressee of these norms. � e third group seems to be most di"  cult one to 

be distinguished  since it is of a very wide and diversi� ed character. � ere is 
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a common opinion in the literature, that presented division of the � nancial law 

norms cannot be re� ected in the taxonomy of the � nancial law1.

� e � nancial and law norms have the traditional three-component 

construction. � ey are composed of hypothesis, directive and sanction1. � e 

hypothesis of the � nancial-legal norm means referring to the source of law 

based on which it is valid and to the actual situation (hypothesis), justifying the 

directive. � e directive includes the content and the subject  of the norm. � e 

content of the norm will be the particular behavior meaning the entitlement of 

the speci� c subject and the obligation of the other. Such a behavior will o# en be 

detailed by the time, place and the method of realization.   

� e � nancial-legal norm is of a double-side character, i.e. imperative and 

attributive. It de� nes the duties and applicable rights. � is opinion is questioned, 

stating that in the theory of law, there are generally no allegations according to 

which the source of law that implies its validity, constitutes the element of the 

norm1. Moreover the subject of the nom is speci� ed in the hypothesis of the 

nom, not in the directive whatsoever. Additionally, the � nancial-legal norms 

make use of the sanctions known from other branches of law as up to now, 

they practically have not generated their own solutions1. If the hypothesis of 

the � nancial-legal norm indicates the addressee and de� nes the conditions of 

applying the directive, the last one de� nes the � nancial rights and duties.

� ese legal facts are not of uni� ed character. � ey might be divided into 

events, that are independent of the will and conscious addressee’s of the norm 

behavior and into the behavior dependent on the human will and are being 

exempli� ed in the conscious actions performed by the addressees of the norm. 

� e characteristic feature of the � nancial law norm is its objective character and 

automatism of the analyzed norms1. � e � rst feature is related to creating the 

premises to establish the obligation from the legal norm of the objective character, 

and the second one to initiate the functioning of the norm without the necessity 

to earlier intervention by the authority applying the law. According to this 

opinion, the public authorities themselves may create the public expenditure2.

� e � nancial law uses the research tools adopted from other branches of law. 

Using the institution and the set of notions established on so called ‘unknown 

ground” aims at creating the hypotheses for legal and � nancial norms within 

the � eld referring to the fundamental branches of law they originate from. On 

the other hand, the perimeter areas of the legal regulation that function are also 

worth noticing as their speci� c legal and � nancial categories are partially de� ned 

by the norms included in the various branches of law. 

It appears similar, when it comes to the procedural law which is 

complementarily used in the material law of public � nances and which originates 
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from di$ erent branches of law. Moreover the criminal sanctions anticipated for 

particular actions of negligence in the regulations referring to the � nancial law 

have been drawn from the material criminal law. � is multi-branch lineage of 

the � nancial law does not support the adherers of codifying this � eld of law.

Between the codiÞ cation and liberation

One could � nd no point in searching the trial versions of wide and non-

uni� ed codi� cations of legal and � nancial matters. According to one of the 

opinions, to individualize the � nancial law as a branch of law is the e$ ect of the 

straightening convention that was carried out together while systematizing the 

law according to the units and branches. Following this view, the aspect of the 

� nancial law in the legislative context should be featured as the complete set of 

legal regulations, that based on a particular monetary system refer to the public 

� nancial economy of a speci� c state. Other interpretations of the discussed 

notion should be identi� ed with negating the existence of this public law unit1. 

In the science of � nancial law, one can notice the phenomenon of liberating 

the � elds that so far have been assumed as the components of the � nancial 

law. � is tendency, as it might seem, has become more and more intensi� ed 

recently. � e best example, besides the public � nances – is the tax law. 

Incomplete codi� cations exposing and legitimizing the autonomy of � elds of 

their regulations could be the reason for such a situation. � us approving such 

a course of thinking, it would be necessary, according to one of the opinions, 

to delete the law related to the public � nances from the � nancial law and admit 

that it is matter of various branches of law1. Sole de� ning the size, sources and 

methods of disbursing should be classi� ed into the � nancial law. Continuing, 

it would be necessary to accept that granting the social bene� ts belongs to 

the regulation being the part of the administrative proceedings, additionally 

speci� ed by the state law. � en the law of levy and the bene� ts being the public 

expenditures, would be excluded from the � nancial law. It would mean the 

regress till the times prior to the appearance of the � nancial law2.

� e arguments against approving the � nancial law as a separate branch of 

law are earlier mentioned liberation tendencies of some parts of � nancial law 

and the di"  culties while identifying the internal cohesion between the liberated 

components as well as their strong connections with the norms traditionally 

tight to other branches of law. Due to those counter-arguments, one should raise 

a question on the validity of the criteria for such a division within the context of 

dynamism and the complexity of the social relations regulated by law currently.
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Applying the conventional law notion and � nding the set of the public 

� nancial law norms would serve a compromise here. Such a compromise 

anticipates however the lack of will to specify the place of those norms inside the 

taxonomy of Polish law. � erefore, we are able to distinguish, inside the � nancial 

law, the conventional taxonomy comprising of the budget, tax, currency, 

customs, public credit, exchange, international � nance and � scal-penal law. 

De� ning the boundaries of � nancial law is related to the appropriate 

matching of the legal norms within the law system. � e minimalist conception 

assumes that � nancial law includes only the legal norms the subject matter of 

which is the public � nance and they cannot be classi� ed to other areas of law. 

In that conception, all legal and � nancial norms, no matter whether they are 

classi� ed in various areas of law, are incorporated in the � nancial law.

While the authors discuss currently the classi� cation of the � nancial law, 

covering the past budget law and other aspects of � nancial economy of the 

public � nance sector, it is crucial to allocate the proper name and specify its 

subject matter1. � e inducement to create the category of “� nancial law of the 

public � nance sector” was its introduction by the Polish legislator into the Public 

Finance Act of 26 November 19982 and Polish accession to European Union. 

Polish science of public � nance had no in� uence on any of these phenomena. 

� e new regulation was so original then that onetime principle did not use it. 

� ough some authors still question the semantic character of the discussed 

category, it seems that it has entered the achievements of the � nancial law for 

good3.

The end

 Finally, it is worth focusing on the developmental trends in the � nancial 

law nowadays1. Besides still current discussion on the separatist tendencies 

within the � eld of � nancial law, the wide union context becomes more 

meaningful, where the Polish country functions. � e socio-economic changes 

being the result of withdrawing from centralized economy to market economy, 

and mainly Poland’s accession to EU structures gradually force transformation 

inside the � nancial law. � e integration with the Union and the � nance market 

functioning are the main reasons that might in� uence the limiting the scope of 

the � nancial law2.  In the countries, where the model of the market economy 

has been realized for years, one can notice the processes of globalizing the legal 

and � nance regulations as well as searching for the proper model of managing 

the state. Since many governments of particular countries adopt the solutions 

meaning not making the unpopular tax-related decisions, then the level of their 
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debts in the international institutions increases. � us, one might think that 

in the future the role of the international public law will grow. It is also worth 

noticing, that the science of � nancial law and the science of � nance mutually 

overlap, the interdisciplinary relations increase as well as the phenomenon of 

the law economization existence1. 

� e opinion  that � nancial law is a separate branch of law is commonly 

questioned these days. And it is done despite the lack of the general rules of 

this area of law as well its shared roots2. In the past few years though, the area 

of � nancial law has appeared in Poland, which is de� ned by many authors as 

the � nancial law of the public � nance sector. It is based on the speci� c subject 

(public � nance sector) and particular entities (the entities of the public � nance 

sector).  It uses a sort of regulatory method of the authoritarian character, has 

a wide subject matter structure as well as the sources of law. It is profoundly 

based on the budget law, using its achievements. � e questions being raised 

doubting the independent � nancial law existence, according to my opinion, 

should not be considered justi� able. Multi-aspect public � nances themselves, 

constitute the cross-border discipline. Although the essence of the public 

� nances is the objective being of the economic character, one should underline 

its legal dimension, which in literature is depreciated.
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Streszczenie 

Prawo Þ nansowe jako odr bna ga  prawa

Przedmiotem artykułu są kwestie związane z polskim prawem � nansowym. 

Jest on próbą odpowiedzi na pytania czy prawo � nansowe powinno być sklasy� -

kowane jako osobna dziedzina prawa. Badanie w zakresie przedmiotu prawa � -

nansowego jak również jego składników (głownie � nansów publicznych) zosta-

ły ujęte w tej analizie. Zbadanie celu oraz przedmiotu prawa i regulacji � nanso-

wych jak również standardów funkcjonujących w obszarze prawa � nansowego 

umożliwią prowadzenie badań nad skody� kowaniem i trendami separatystycz-

nymi istniejącymi w tym obszarze prawa. 

Słowa kluczowe: prawo � nansowe, � nanse publiczne, prawo i standardy � nanso-

we, kody� kacja prawa � nansowego, prawo � nansowe sektora � nansów publicz-

nych
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Summary

Financial Law as a separate branch of law

� e subject of this article are the issues related to the Polish � nancial law. � ey aim 

at answering the questions whether the � nancial law should be considered as a separate 

branch of law. � e research on the scope of the � nancial law subject as such as well as 

its elements (mainly public � nances) contribute to this analysis. � e study of the aim 

and the subject of the law and � nancial regulation as well as the standards functioning 

within the � eld of � nancial law will enable the research on the codifying and separatist 

trends existing in this area of law.

Keywords: � nancial law, public � nances, law and � nancial standards, codi� cation of 

� nancial law, � nancial law of the public � nance sector.


